The French Knew How To WHITEN SKIN Quickly-Safely-Surely

See How Happy

You can be with the new beauty aid. Keep yourself a woman of a certain, lovely, charming, captivating, self-conscious type of beauty that keeps you feeling right young.

Read This Secret

Try This Guaranteed Way To Have a Lighter Clearer More Lovely Skin Tonight

If your radiant skin is too dark or too pale to let you be popular, if you really want an easier way to greater prestige in work and in society, or if you want to have a complexion that is in your whole crowd of friends—lovely, white, or softer than you can imagine—then, clearly, you should know and try this famous Frenchman's beauty secret.

What This Formula is—How It Works—Why Results Come So Quick

This sensational formula, highly recommended because of broad experience that has convinced many that FAN TAN is a secret of beauty. Tens of thousands of ladies really tell some of the cleanest, most unusual, most descriptive and most accurate, documenting with the story of FAN TAN. FAN TAN. FAN TAN. FAN TAN. FAN TAN. FAN TAN. FAN TAN.

SANDO DRUG CO.
214 E. 11TH ST.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

When Kidney Trouble Causes You to Get Up Nights

KNOXIT MEDICINE

You deserve the comfort and rest you have earned. Suffering from kidney trouble is a serious matter, but it can be cured without discomfort or pain. KNOXIT is the medicine that can give you comfort, rest, and health. It is a drug of the highest class, prepared in a form that is easily absorbed by the system and that is free from all disagreeable side effects. KNOXIT is not a drug that you can buy at the drugstore, but you can arrange for a supply of it from your doctor or pharmacist.

Free The French Knew How To WHITEN SKIN Quickly-Safely-Surely

Insist On The Genuine Fan Tan

The Sensational Bleach Cream That Works While You Sleep

The Fan Tan Company, Inc.
214 E. 11th St.
New York, N. Y.
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